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Keynote Address Abstract: This presentation comments and commends some of the many excellent presentations at this conference. But it then goes on to ask whatever has happened to the critical part in the conference title? Don't get me wrong, I have been practising mindfulness for as long as I can remember having a mind! As for meditation I have been, thinking about it for a long long time! Seriously, I support both mindfulness and meditation. But when was the last time you read a critique of either? Nothing is all good or all bad. This presentation hopes to provide that balance. The laudable aim to integrate traditional healing with psychotherapy seems alive and well in Canada but I fear in UK and Europe it is more disintegration than integration. It is argued that practice-based evidence needs to challenge crude evidence based medicine and its toolbox, meta-analysis. Even the imminent DSM-V revision by professionals has been accused of having interests in big Pharma and pressing for the creation of new disorders for children for which drug therapy is the treatment of choice. Some suggestions are outlined for debate.